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ABSTRACT

In recent years, many states in the United States of America have begun legalizing licensed marijuana sales. Due to this trend, federal decriminalization of marijuana bills have been proposed in Congress, sparking conversation about a potential nationwide legalization of cannabis. Currently, because of the pervasiveness of the marijuana black market, legal businesses are facing losses from not being able to compete with illicit sellers. This paper analyzes the political forces behind legalization as well as how legalization would solve the cannabis industry’s market failures in the status quo.

Introduction

In the early 1900s, the United States underwent a period of time where the idea of eugenics was becoming increasingly popular, thus increasing discrimination towards ethnic minorities who were deemed to be inferior. In the 1930s, Harry Anslinger, a commissioner of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, took advantage of this fear and led a campaign claiming that the psychogenic effects of marijuana induced violence and insanity in “degenerate races,” namely Mexicans and African Americans.¹ His campaign combined with media propaganda labeling marijuana as “Public Enemy Number One” worked, for the federal government implemented the Marihuana Tax Act of 1937, essentially making cannabis illegal in the United States.² A few decades later, the Marihuana Tax Act was replaced by the Controlled Substance Act of 1970 (CSA) after it was found to be unconstitutional for violating the fifth amendment because marijuana users were forced to self-incriminate. Under the CSA, drugs are regulated under federal law into one of five schedules based on “their medical use, potential for abuse, and safety or risk for dependence.”³ Marijuana has been listed under Schedule 1 since 1970, meaning it is strictly regulated. Because of this status, many Americans began turning towards buying marijuana on the black market. In states where marijuana has not been legalized, there have been disproportionate marijuana arrests in black and low-income communities. In recent years cannabis has since become a topic of racial, social, and economic contention with its status as a Schedule 1 drug frequently debated across the country.

Market Failure

The nationwide prohibition of marijuana impacts the economy by forcing marijuana consumers to turn to black market, which leads to the government tax revenue losses, law enforcement expenditures, and negative impacts to local cannabis businesses in states where it’s legalized. Although many states have legalized marijuana, many more states have kept marijuana illegal due to concerns for its potential as a gateway drug (the fear that marijuana usage will lead consumers into dependence of “harder” drugs such as cocaine), lack of research over the health effects of long-term marijuana usage, and detrimental impacts among health of the youth. Despite this, the states of Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Illinois, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Montana, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Nevada, Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont, Virginia, and Washington have all opted to legalize the usage of recreational marijuana. Because of this, many businesses surrounding cannabis have sprung up in these states. However, the lack of nationwide decriminalization, legalization, and general support have caused cannabis stock shares to drop over 30%; the lack of new cannabis reforms have driven a recession in the marijuana market. Additionally, the federal prohibition of the cannabis market restricts the total number of cannabis businesses allowed, thus preventing a smooth transition from the black market to legal sales. These strict regulations make it difficult for local cannabis businesses to profit, since consumers find using illegal markets more accessible. Since black markets are not federally regulated, customers are exposed to risks of taking the substance not as intended because the unauthorized salespeople mislabelling of tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and cannabidiol (CBD) levels, the former typically used for recreational purposes while the latter is used for medicinal reasons. Another concern regarding the illicit goods is the exposure to contaminants in their cannabis products, making consumption of cannabis more dangerous to the consumers. The cost is not only limited to the customers; the government could save $7.7 billion annually by eliminating the need for marijuana law enforcement and arrests. Allowing individual states to control the legality of marijuana does not solve the market failure, in fact, there has been some efforts to address this on a federal level.

Background Legislation/Context

Because of black market and financial loss concerns, bills have been written to reform marijuana. For example, the Marijuana Opportunity Reinvestment and Expungement Act of 2020 (MORE), sponsored by Democrat Rep. Jerrold Nadler, proposed decriminalizing marijuana, implementing taxes on cannabis products and production, making Small Business Administration services and loans available to cannabis businesses and providers, redirecting cannabis excise taxes to programs aimed to help those affected by the war on drugs, and studying the societal/health impacts of cannabis. Another act, the Cannabis Administration and Opportunity Act (CAOA) recently filed by Democrat Sen. Chuck Schumer builds on the proposals in the MORE Act with the addition of introducing a regulatory system for marijuana, similar to that of alcohol. These bills would remove the Schedule 1 status from marijuana, support small

cannabis businesses, and generate tax revenue to fund communities affected by the war on drugs. Although neither bills have become codified laws, these propose potential circumstances of marijuana legalization, allowing the public to know what to expect moving forward. In order for these bills and future similar bills to become laws, a majority in both branches of Congress must vote in favor. However, because of ideological divides surrounding marijuana usage, marijuana reform bills are difficult to pass in Congress.

**Politics**

The division of ideologies is reflected in Congress, primarily among the two parties: Democrats and Republicans. Both have opposing views on how this market failure should be dealt with. Democrats have voted for pro-cannabis reforms to address market failures, while Republicans express concern about the social and health repercussions of legalization. Historically, Democrats have leaned more pro-cannabis supporting notions to decriminalize and/or legalize the drug. Reasons they support decriminalization and/or legalization include making medical marijuana available in every state, lessening crime rates, stopping racial disparities in marijuana arrests, taking business away from drug cartels, creating jobs, and giving the federal government power to regulate and generate revenue from cannabis.11 Furthermore, Democrat voters tend to be more liberal or progressive, so their politicians like to reflect that to gain their votes for re-election. Politicians can also be pressured to vote for pro-cannabis bills because of marijuana companies lobbying, attempting to influence politicians’ actions and decisions often through financial payments. For instance, in 2021 over 4.5 million dollars was spent by marijuana companies such as Canopy Growth Corp., National Cannabis Roundtable, and US Cannabis Council towards lobbying.12 Democrats such as Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer, Senate Finance Committee Chairman Cory Booker, and Senator Ron Wyden have voiced support for legalization as demonstrated by writing the CAOA. In hopes of increasing economic activity and pursuing equality, Democrats continue to push for marijuana reforms.

On the other side of the debate, reflecting conservative values, is the Republican party which is typically opposed to the usage of marijuana for religious and/or moral reasons. Other internal factors include beliefs that legalization of marijuana would lead to more medical emergencies, environmental damage, potential to be used as a gateway drug, and consumption by teenagers.13 In addition to personal beliefs, politicians often vote on bills based on what they believe their voter base would prefer. Many Republican voters tend to believe that marijuana is dangerous, addictive, and hurts society.14 Just like with marijuana reform forces, lobbying is also seen among anti-marijuana legalization efforts. For example, the liquor industry, police unions, and PhRMA have all funneled money into anti-marijuana politicians' campaigns.15 By funding politicians, these companies can secure votes against any pro-marijuana bills. Republican opposition is evident in Congress exemplified by only three out of 212 House Republicans voting in favor of the MORE Act.16

With the current and predicted conservative political views in Congress, marijuana legalization legislation would be challenging to pass. Current predictions speculate that Republicans are likely to win a majority of seats in
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the House of Representatives in 2022. Since many Republican voters and politicians are strongly opposed to legalization of marijuana, a Republican majority in either the House or the Senate would make it difficult for a marijuana legalization bill to pass. Furthermore, although many Democrats are open to marijuana reforms, many are still wary of full legalization; they do not want to go further than decriminalization. This can be best demonstrated by Joe Biden, a Democrat leader, opposing legalization citing that marijuana is a gateway drug. With opponents towards legalization on both sides, passage of a marijuana legalization act would be difficult.

Furthermore, moderate Democrats and Republicans have expressed opposition to marijuana legalization citing their social and health concerns such as traffic accidents caused from driving under the influence of marijuana and fears of increased teenage consumption. Previous marijuana reform bills in Congress call for research studies to be conducted on the effects of marijuana legalization on roads, the workplace, schools, and general society. In order for marijuana legalization supporters to get the votes from Congress members, they must prove that the benefits of marijuana legalization outweigh potential risks. However, these risks remain unclear because marijuana’s status as a Schedule 1 drug means heavy restrictions and a lack of funding from the federal government, thus making it difficult for research to be conducted.

Another roadblock for the legalization is the political sway that the older Americans, many of whom oppose legalization of marijuana, have because they tend to vote more. Politicians are interested in being reelected and therefore are more likely to cater their actions and votes in favor of the people who elected them in the first place. For instance, according to Pew Research in 2019, 52% of 65+ year olds are opposed to medical and recreational marijuana legalization. Younger generations tend to support marijuana legalization, as demonstrated by only 30% being opposed to legalization, so as younger generations age, they will be able to vote for politicians that align with marijuana legalization efforts.

Optimal Policy

There are some adjustments required to make the optimal policy feasible. Before the legalization of marijuana, *Bloomberg Law* recommends that the federal government pause the Dormant Commerce Clause (DCC),” which bars states from enacting policies that discriminate against interstate commerce.” Since marijuana legality is dependent on the state’s government, the states are able to provide programs that benefit and support local cannabis businesses. However, if marijuana were to be legalized across the nation, the DCC would prevent this aid from continuing. Therefore, in order to keep local cannabis businesses from experiencing further economic failure, either the DCC must be paused,
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or the United States should be willing to offer comparable aid to these businesses if the United States were to legalize marijuana.  

Before legalization, the federal government must establish ways to properly regulate the production of marijuana. The lack of federal regulation of marijuana became an issue in Colorado between 2013-2021, and consumers were subject to mold. Colorado has since rectified the issue by requiring testing, but contamination still runs rampant in the black market. Additionally, black market THC level labels are often erroneous, thus leading to consumers being misled with how much THC they are consuming, which could lead to negative health effects. By legalizing and federally regulating marijuana, marijuana users would have safer experiences with the drug because the risks of contamination and misleading labels would be greatly lessened.

Addressing the DCC and regulating marijuana prior to legalization would provide a safer transition to opening the marijuana market resulting in numerous economic and social benefits. Federal legalization could solve for failing legitimate cannabis businesses in states where marijuana has been legalized. A common issue in the U.S. and other countries that have legalized recreational cannabis is consumers continuing to opt for the illicit markets, despite having access to legal businesses. This is primarily due to illegal sellers having lower costs and being more accessible. To solve this, the government must first provide aid to new marijuana businesses so that they will be able to outcompete the black market. As proposed in the MORE Act, legalizing cannabis could allow cannabis businesses to access Small Business Administration loans. This would also solve for marijuana businesses’ economic losses since they could gain access to federal aid. When legal cannabis businesses have lower prices, consumers are incentivised to use these legal shops instead of illegal markets. This trend was evident in Canada following their national-level legalization of marijuana. University of Waterloo Professor David Hammond credits the decreasing price gaps between black market and legal marijuana to the increase of stores selling legal cannabis, thus allowing for more price competition. Additionally, black markets make it easier for minors to gain access to marijuana, so by funding legal businesses, concerns for teenage cannabis consumption can be addressed. Negative social and health effects are linked to illegal marijuana markets, and by providing aid to legal businesses, the government would be able to outcompete and transition consumers away from the black market.

Allowing legal businesses to compete with the illicit market also removes funding from black markets, thereby decreasing crime and safety. Drug cartels profit off of illegal marijuana trading, an economy worth $30-40 billion dollars. This is because the black market must compete with prices of legal businesses, which lowers the value of marijuana. For instance, the street value of marijuana in price per pound lowered from $794 in 2012 to $474 in 2017. Because of that, cartels have less financial incentive to smuggle marijuana. With a nationwide legalization,
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the competition would be driven up even further, leading to lower prices and less profit for drug cartels in the black market. Research demonstrates that by decreasing the demand for illegally obtained marijuana, drug cartels will have less funding, thus reducing the violence and trafficking linked with these crime groups. This reaction was seen in Colorado. According to statistics published by the Denver police department, following the legalization of marijuana in Colorado, Denver saw a 24% decrease in homicides, offenses typical of organized crime groups which are often funded through selling drugs on the black market. Additionally, by creating demand for legal marijuana, smuggling cannabis becomes less lucrative, demonstrated by a 78% decline in amounts of marijuana seized by Border Patrol Agents in the years following the first state legalizing recreational marijuana in the United States. Having less smuggled and unregulated marijuana results in safer consumption for consumers, thereby increasing consumer safety. By lowering the price of marijuana through market competition and government support, black markets and by extension drug cartels will profit less, resulting in fewer crimes and increased safety.

After opening the legal market, the government and people could benefit from excise taxes on marijuana to fund federal programs. Taxes on marijuana would generate revenue for the federal government. States that have legalized marijuana have seen substantial tax revenue generated. Between 2018 and 2021, California collected $3.44 billion from its various cannabis taxes (excise tax, cultivation tax, and sales tax). In 2021, the states where marijuana has been legalized collectively generated $3.7 billion in cannabis tax revenues. These tax revenues would be reflected on a national level with Gavin Ekins, a research economist, and Joseph Henchman, the Vice President of Legal and State Projects, estimating tax revenues between $22-28 billion annually. This value is substantial. For comparison, alcohol generated $10.27 billion in taxes in 2021, and tobacco taxes collected $19 billion in 2019. With this revenue, many pro-marijuana reform politicians, such as Jerry Nadler (MORE Act) and Chuck Schumer (CAOA) propose investing this money into communities negatively impacted by the war on drugs, which created disproportionate rates of drug arrests in low-income, Black, and Latino communities.

The investment from tax revenue would create jobs in the communities with disproportionate rates of marijuana arrests as well as jobs in the cannabis industry. For example, Washington state’s marijuana 2017 excise tax revenue could have created ten thousand jobs for these communities. The 2018 tax revenue from cannabis sales in California could have created another ten thousand. This could be implemented on a federal level with the U.S. Department of Treasury regranting revenue from marijuana sales to states to create jobs in affected communities.
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addition to federally created jobs, legalizing cannabis would supply jobs in the cannabis industry. In 2021 alone, the cannabis industry in states where marijuana has been legalized added 107,049 new cannabis jobs in the United States.44 The trend of marijuana legalization creating jobs was also seen in Canada with estimates of 151,000 cannabis jobs created from 2018 (when marijuana in Canada was legalized) to 2021.45 As of early 2022, the cannabis industry in the United States supports 428,059 jobs. 46 This number could be greatly increased as current estimates predict that a nationwide legalization would support 1.5-1.75 million cannabis jobs, thus improving economic growth.47 Through both an increase in the cannabis industry’s demands for jobs and federal reinvestments, over a million jobs could be created with marijuana legalization.

Cannabis legalization could also increase public safety. Harvard economist Jeffery Miron concludes that marijuana legalization would save $7.7 billion annually from enforcement of cannabis prohibition through arrests and funding of criminal justice institutions.48 Economists suggest that the $7.7 billion would likely be reallocated and not reduced from the federal budget.49 Nevertheless, reallocation could contribute towards public safety initiatives such as mental health support or other currently underfunded public safety resources.50

Since the Marihuana Tax Act and the Controlled Substance Act, the status of marijuana’s legality has been designated to the state level. Because of that, the overall cannabis market in the United States is split between both legal and illegal businesses resulting in many legal local businesses suffering from not being able to compete with the lack of restrictions in the black market.51 In addition to negatively impacting legal businesses, crime groups (such as drug cartels) often associated with the illicit selling of drugs are able to use profit from marijuana to fund violent crimes and trafficking.52 Legalizing, and thereby regulating, marijuana would allow for the government to provide financial aid to legal cannabis businesses, allowing the currently faltering cannabis shops to financially recover. Following recovery, these businesses would be able to compete with illegal marijuana sellers, therefore lowering prices of marijuana on the black market.53 By decreasing their profits, crime groups relying on profiting off of marijuana will not be able to fund as many crimes, resulting in an overall increase in public safety.54 Legalization could also increase public safety through reallocating the marijuana prohibition funds towards underfunded public safety initiatives and
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by outcompeting the unregulated marijuana on the market that are often mislabeled and/or contain contaminants. Marijuana legislation’s economic benefits include generating up to $28 billion in tax revenue and creating over 1.5 million jobs in the cannabis sector along with federally created jobs in communities negatively affected by the war on drugs.

Although those in the Blacks and Latinos would likely benefit from an end in disproportionate marijuana arrests and an economic recovery in their communities, a few groups would likely experience less prosperity following a legalization of marijuana. One example would be children. Many expect legalization to give rise to a marijuana industry similar to that of Big Tobacco, and the youth could fall victim. Although some studies found contradicting evidence, some studies suggest teenage usage of marijuana would increase following legalization. Because the brain undergoes many changes during adolescence, marijuana consumption during this time could lead to permanent impairments to memory, learning, and thinking. In addition, just like with alcohol, teenage drivers are at greater risk of driving under the influence and access to cannabis could worsen accident rates. Another risk of legalization is the gateway drug theory or the idea that using marijuana “could promote progression to using more harmful substances” such as methamphetamine or heroin. It is theorized that those who have not yet used marijuana would be more inclined to try out cannabis if it were legalized, potentially developing a proclivity towards more risky drugs, which could in turn further damage their health.

Conclusion

Because of these risks, the future of a national level marijuana legalization remains grim. American voters are expected to lean Republican in coming elections, so the makeup of Congress will also shift more conservative. With a large section of Congress believing that the potential health and social harms of marijuana legalization would outweigh all benefits, marijuana is not likely to become legalized on a federal level in coming years. A more probable outcome regarding marijuana reform would be a federal decriminalization of marijuana. This policy means that marijuana usage and selling would still be federally illegal, but those found in possession of marijuana would no longer be incarcerated. Instead, they may have to pay a fine, take a drug education course, or be sent to a drug treatment facility. Although decriminalization would end the social issue of disproportionate arrests towards Black and Latino communities, it does not solve the market failure stemming primarily from the black market, because legalization is still under the discretion of state governments. Although legalization poses some risks, in order to solve for unsafe
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illegal markets and failing United States’ cannabis businesses, legislation cannot stop at just decriminalization; full legalization must be accomplished.
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